CALL FOR
ENTRIES
2022

After the covid pause: New energy, new
name, new categories. Welcome back!

S

CHANGE 3: We are moving to an online – only
system for entries, judging, announcement
of the finalists and all correspondence. This
was well on the way before covid, but home
working has clinched the matter.

o much has changed since The Loyalty
Magazine Awards took a ‘covid pause’ last
year that it is difficult to know where to begin.
CHANGE 1: Did you know we have a
new name? Not a major change, more a
progression, to the INTERNATIONAL Loyalty
Awards, from The Loyalty Magazine Awards,
but it is significant. Time and again social
media proves how important it is to project
a global message. Conversely, we all have so
much to learn from those working in other
markets.

CHANGE 4: New categories, new timeframes.
Because of the pandemic pause the entry
qualifying dates for the International Loyalty
Awards will be two years rather than the usual
one. In addition, we have an employee loyalty
category (Employee Loyalty Champions), to pay
tribute to all those companies that take care of
employees and who reward them.

CHANGE 2: Some really very good customer
loyalty initiatives will never get defined as a
loyalty programme, so we are modifying this
categorisation. So if you are working in financial
services, for example, and there is something
you are proud of, please enter the financial
services category. You don’t have to be running a
traditional, points for spend, loyalty programme.

SOME THINGS REMAIN THE SAME:
Is 2022 YOUR year? For the past 10 years
entries to The Loyalty Magazine Awards have
demonstrated the ability of our industry to
show innovation, fresh thinking and creativity.
Using technology, customer loyalty initiatives
can be exciting, interesting and beneficial
to all parties. This much hasn’t changed,
but covid may well have highlighted exactly
which companies have done this superbly
well, in difficult times. We are also well aware
that many of you have been working hard
revamping, re-imagining and creating new
loyalty initiatives ready for the big reopening.
This time is now, so get writing your entry!

Subscribe to
Loyalty Magazine
The highly respected and closely
read authority on Loyalty.
loyaltymagazine.com

Annich McIntosh
Founder of the International Loyalty Awards
and Editor of Loyalty Magazine
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Categories
Loyalty Re-defined
Best Use of Gamification to Enhance Loyalty
Best Customer Experience
Best Use of Technology – Customer Facing or Back-end
Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data
Best Loyalty Industry Innovation
Best Eco-loyalty Initiative
Best Use of Communications (including social media)
Best Loyalty Programme Marketing Campaign
NEW CRITERIA: Best Financial Services Loyalty Programme or Initiative
Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Food Retail & Non-Food Retail
Best Loyalty Programme of the Year – Travel & Experiences (including airlines,
hotels, comparison sites, car hire, restaurants & QSR plus entertainment)
Industry Personality or Organisation for 2022
30 under 40 List of Loyalty Royalty
Best Use of Mobile & Social
Best Loyalty Launch or Initiative of 2020 and 2021 (including pandemic heroes)
Best Coupon / Voucher Based Loyalty Programme – Virtual or Paper
Best B2B Loyalty Programme
Best Social (CSR) Initiative Linked to Loyalty
Best Short Term Loyalty Initiative
Best Long Term Loyalty Programme
NEW FOR 2022: Employee Loyalty Champions
Regional Loyalty Champions of the Year

Entry deadline: 14 February 2022
www.internationalloyaltyawards.com/enter
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Entry guide

Judges
From all corners of the world, our judges give
their time and expertise to the major task
of choosing the best from a very impressive
shortlist of entries.

The Power of Loyalty
With an estimated 130,000 readers (print,
online and social media) Loyalty Magazine
is the leading journal covering customer
retention issues in all their many guises.
Working in association with this title, we
are able to ensure that information about
the International Loyalty Awards reaches a
global loyalty readership, and it gives us the
opportunity to profile the winning companies
and their loyalty initiatives.
Make sure you are involved in the build-up
to the International Loyalty Awards 2022 by
subscribing to Loyalty Magazine.

This is what happens:
After the close of entries on 14 February 2022,
a small band of experienced judges shortlist
the entries. These are then published at
internationalloyaltyawards.com and in Loyalty
Magazine and celebrated, because even to
make it this far is a major achievement. To find
the winners, our judges are divided into panels
and complete their judging remotely. Then
there is a gathering in person for a full judging
day to choose the regional winners, vote on
the larger categories and decide any ties or
entry queries.
They take their role extremely seriously
and carefully guard the integrity and fairness
of the International Loyalty Awards. We
are hugely grateful for their hard work and
diligence.

In 2022 we are expecting to see:
• Entries that demonstrate the power of the
loyalty proposition, with or without an
official loyalty programme and how your
company went the extra mile for customers
during the pandemic
• The use of technology to make data analysis
and customer communication possible
• Customer care to ensure engagement and
satisfaction
• A strong understanding of customer wants,
including efforts towards sustainability and
the answering of environment concerns

Hints & tips
The judges will shortlist entries
based on the main submission papers
and your bulleted 250-word synopsis. You
should ensure that these clearly explain
your project without any supporting
material. Supporting material will only
be made available to the judges at
the final judging sessions.
Good luck!
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Entry guide
Why enter the Awards
• Raise your profile and be recognised as a
leader and innovator in your field
• Create positive publicity for a new initiative
• Receive recognition for an established
programme that has proved its worth
• Gain valuable information on trends and
developments in Loyalty
• Strengthen relationships with clients
by showcasing achievements you have
accomplished together
• Add to your organisation’s credibility
and stature

And if you are shortlisted
• Enjoy valuable exposure for your company
through Loyalty Magazine and through
shortlist announcements, distributed to other
media throughout the various regions
• Invite key industry contacts and business
partners to enjoy a valued night of
networking with high-level figures across all
sectors of the loyalty industry
• Reward team efforts and initiatives within
your organisation at the Gala Evening on
June 14, a glamorous and exciting occasion
• Read about the winning entries in the
Winners’ Edition of Loyalty Magazine, in your
take home bag after the awards presentation,
and available to download at:
internationalloyaltyawards.com

Hints & tips
Be concise and succinct in
summarising your achievements for
the judges. Remember that the judges
have a lot to read, so keep things simple.
While the content must address the
criteria, innovative ways of presenting
the information are welcome
(including video submissions).
Good luck!

Hints & tips
Read the individual category
criteria carefully, even if you are a
regular entrant, because we amend
and adapt them every year to keep
the International Loyalty Awards
relevant and up to date.
Good luck!
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Entry guide
Who can enter?

Entry information

Entry to the awards is open worldwide. For the
purposes of choosing the regional winners, the
territories are split into the following:
– Western Europe – defined as all countries
within the European Union plus Switzerland,
Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, the UK etc
– Central and Eastern Europe – including
Russia and Turkey
– The Middle East – including Iran, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Lebanon, the Gulf
States and Africa
– Asia – including Australia, New Zealand, the
Indian sub-continent and all areas East
– The Americas – including Alaska, Canada
and all countries in North, Central and South
America and the surrounding islands and
territories

All entries must be submitted online by
midnight GMT on Monday, February 14,
2022 using the entry form found online at:
internationalloyaltyawards.com
Prepare your entire submission in advance of
using the online entry system. All papers must
be written in English.
Upload your entry to the website using the
form. You can upload a maximum of 10mb. If
you wish to submit a prepared video, or need
more storage space, please provide the link in
your written paper and upload your video and
content to a suitable website (file exchange,
Dropbox, YouTube, Vimeo, WeTransfer,
Streamable.com etc).
You may enter more than one project in a
single category, but a separate entry form will
be needed for each entry.
You may enter more than one category
with the same entry, but please be warned
that the judges may get bored if you simply
repeat the entry. It is far better to write to
the requirements of each individual category
criteria. If you are entering more than one
category, you must complete a separate entry
form and upload the relevant submission
paper each time.

Any loyalty initiative, project, campaign, or
innovation active during the period from
1 January 2020 to 31 December 2021 (two
years) that interfaced directly with the
customer, is eligible for entry. Agencies, service
providers and programme managers may
assist with the preparation and submission of
an entry and may also be mentioned in that
entry, but the entry form will need to include
the contact details for a senior representative
of the customer facing organisation or brand.
The award will be presented to the customer
facing organisation. If you have any questions
about the entry process, please contact the
events team at:
info@internationalloyaltyawards.com
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How to enter
Title and synopsis
Please include a maximum 10-word title
and a 50-word entry description which will
be used in the shortlist edition of Loyalty
Magazine and the Awards programme
should your entry be shortlisted.
Summary
The most important part of your entry is
the 250-word description in bullet point
form summarising the important points of
your entry. This provides a useful overview
for judges who may not know about your
product or service. Use the same question
headings as your 1,000-word statement,
which should then go into more detail.
Submission paper (main entry)
Your submission paper must take the form of
a word processed statement (1,000 words
max/equivalent to two pages of A4/US letter)
in the format outlined (box on right). Please
use the section headings in your document.
(Headings are not part of the word count. You
don’t have to use the full 1,000 words, judges
admire concise entries).

Hints & tips
Include only relevant detail,
be specific, give clear tangible
examples and include supporting
evidence where possible to
complement your entry. Provide
a link to where videos can be
viewed. Good luck!

1
2
3
4
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Description of the project
(product, service, programme
or campaign) for which your
company is entering this award
category. Include the aims and
objectives of the initiative, project
or programme
What has your project achieved
tto qualify for this award? Include
scope of programme or initiative,
choice of implementation or
approach. (Some categories will
stipulate that this should be
within the period from January
1 2020 to December 31, 2021 to
qualify for this award)
What benefits to your
company and your customers
can be illustrated as a result?
(i.e. competitive advantage,
effectiveness, ROI, improved
performance, service)
What two measurements of
success best indicate why your
company or the project should
win this award? Please relate
results and outcomes to the
original objectives

Categories and individual criteria
Loyalty Re-defined

processes to gain virality and customer
engagement resulting in an enhancement in
loyalty. The entry should incorporate gaming
mechanics such as points, leader boards,
badges, incentives and challenges but does
not have to be a game. Judges will be looking
for the excitement factor, value and/or fun
for the customer, commercial benefits for the
brand owner and programme manager and
enhancement of the brand.

In this period of widespread transformation
as companies realise the potential new
technologies, and indeed new regulations are
offering, loyalty is being given much more than
just a fresh coat of paint. It is being re-defined.
If this resonates with you, then consider the
following: Entries into this category must
demonstrate how their organisation is
approaching customer loyalty differently. This
may be through the use of customer analytics
together with creative and tempting customer
communications to prompt enquiries, sales
and repeat business. It may be through more
exciting use of mobile & social. It may be
through experiences or the subscription model.
The judges would like to see evidence of what
the programme is achieving, such as a rise in
customer responses, examples of increased
social media conversations, and a widening in
reach of the business proposition. Nothing is
out of bounds, beyond scope or outside of the
rules, because in the online world, accepted,
tried and tested practice no longer applies.
This is a perfect category for those changing
the rules, adapting the business model and
carving a business in the new world of ‘online,
available and willing to adapt’ commerce.
Entries will be accepted from all sectors
including retail, travel & hospitality, financial
services and B2B.

Best Customer Experience
Entrants will need to demonstrate a true
understanding of their customers’ needs through
the delivery of world class user experience for
a product, service or brand. Judges will look
for achievements and initiatives that show
proof of the impact of an innovative customer
care strategy on retention levels and customer
satisfaction. Initiatives can refer to different
channels of service including written, verbal
or electronic communications. These need not
necessarily be within a loyalty programme, but
must lead to greater customer loyalty.

Best Use of Technology
This award will recognise the loyalty initiative
that has shown innovation and best practice
in the use of information and communications
technology that are either customer facing, or
back-end systems. Entries are encouraged from
organisations which can demonstrate and
measure the use of information technology
as an enabler for business and customer
advantage. Judges will be looking for costeffective projects where technology has played

Best Use of Gamification
to Enhance Loyalty
The award will go to the organisation or
brand that has used game mechanics and
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Eco-loyalty Initiative of the Year

a key role in enhancing quality, functionality,
efficiency, better customer service etc. The
Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Augmented Reality (AR) and other connected
environments such as Blockchain and Machine
to Machine (M2M) initiatives, mobile wallet,
and retail launches can be entered into this
category. We welcome entries in trial or beta
as well as full roll-out due to the fast moving
nature of technology.

Loyalty is moving very swiftly from being
transactional to emotional, and one of the
areas that is triggering some extremely
emotional responses is the ability for
brands to demonstrate their commitment
to sustainability, plastic-free initiatives, and
the off-setting of carbon use. Caring for
the environment can take many forms and
therefore it is only right that this category is a
broad one.
We invite entries from brands and
customer-facing organisations that can show
their commitment to sustainability and
environmentally-friendly commerce – without
greenwashing. Yours may be a company that
is working with its employees to be more
sustainable, or a retailer who is innovating with
refillables and paper based packaging. Maybe
your loyalty programme is now rewarding ecobehaviour with special loyalty points. There
are thousands of ways, we simply need you to
demonstrate what you are doing, and what the
effects are, for wildlife, the environment, and
your customers.

Best Use of Customer Analytics/Data
The winner in this category will have developed
a loyalty strategy based around information
they hold about their customers to offer
them a better proposition. Skills in statistical
analysis, market research, spatial analytics and
programme performance measurement will be
considered in this category. The judges will look
for effective targeting and modelling, profitable
customer segmentation, and proof of a deep
analytical grasp of consumer attitudes and
behaviours. Blockchain, Internet of Things, AI,
AR and M2M initiatives may be relevant for this
category as well as CRM initiatives.

Best Loyalty Industry Innovation

Best Use of Communications
(including social media)

Judges will be looking for innovations,
technology based or otherwise, implemented
or launched during 2020 and 2021, that have
increased the brand’s competitiveness and the
effectiveness of the entering organisation
or could be considered ‘firsts’ in the loyalty
industry. An innovation can be a product,
service, technology, app, system or procedure.

The winner in this category will have used
customer communications in an innovative
or otherwise exceptional manner to improve
business performance and achieve objectives,
including customer satisfaction and business
profitability. Communications can refer to
written, verbal, mobile or virtual interface with
customers and includes all forms of social media.
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Categories and individual criteria
Best Loyalty Programme
Marketing Campaign of the Year

retention, we want to hear from you. This is a
wide ranging set of criteria, but in essence, the
judges will be looking for creative, genuine and
worthwhile loyalty offers from FS companies
wherever they are, and regardless of the product
they are selling. Get writing! To be judged the
2022 Financial Services Global Loyalty Champion
will be an achievement to be proud of.

Open to all loyalty initiatives that have
conducted a marketing campaign during
2020 & 2021. Entrants should outline,
within the context of an overall marketing
strategy, how their organisation has used an
integrated campaign featuring a number of
techniques to improve market penetration,
enhance customer usage, target specific or
new markets etc. Results will be assessed not
only on empirical measures (number of new
customers, activity levels) of the campaign,
but also its creativity and contribution to
building brand values and awareness. In
addition, judges will be assessing how clearly
the information within the campaign has
been communicated to ensure understanding
from customers. Do you run a direct to the
consumer/fast moving consumer goods
(FMCG) loyalty initiative? Make sure you enter!

Best Loyalty Programme of the Year
– Financial Services
– Retail (food retail & non-food retail)
– Travel & Experiences (including airlines,
hotels, comparison sites, car hire,
restaurants & entertainment)
The following criteria refer to the above
categories. The judges will expect to
see evidence of one or more of the following:
value to the customer, commercial benefits
for the brand owner and programme
manager, enhancement of the brand for the
programme partner, creativity, innovation,
emotional engagement and an innovative and
omnichannel approach.

Best Financial Services
Loyalty Programme or Initiative

Industry Personality or
Organisation of the Year

NEW CRITERIA: There are traditional loyalty
point programmes in financial services and
in addition, there are a great many loyalty
initiatives – from cash back to card linking with
travel companies. Payments are a particularly
important element in multi partner loyalty
programmes for example and to enable points
boosting. Insurance companies and mortgage
firms offer special thank-you rewards to
customers that take out additional products.
So however you are enhancing the relationship
with your customers and encouraging

This very special award will be presented
to an individual or team that has made an
outstanding contribution to the advancement
and success of the loyalty industry. Nominations
may be made from anyone in the industry and
are not restricted to programme managers
or service providers. Additionally, judges will
nominate candidates they feel qualify for this
award, including the 30 under 40 list.
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Best Use of Mobile & Social

Best Coupon/Voucher Based Loyalty
Programme – Virtual or Paper

This category is constantly changing as
mobile becomes a vital element in our
daily lives. The pandemic has proved the
importance of the mobile telephone and the
influence of social media. The award will go
to the organisation or brand that can show
impressive use of mobile & social within
a loyalty initiative that takes advantage
of the fast pace of change and innovation
within the sector, following the criteria of:
value to the customer, commercial benefits
for the brand owner and programme
manager, enhancement of the brand for the
programme partner. The mobile business
sector itself has a vibrant and innovative
loyalty reputation, and the judges are
anticipating strong entries from across the
regions that demonstrate business growth
through creative customer engagement
and a real understanding and meeting of
customer needs and expectations.

The award will go to the organisation or brand
that can show how it has operated the best
coupon or voucher based loyalty initiative
offering value to the customer, commercial
benefits for the brand owner
and programme manager, and enhancement
of the brand for the partner. This category
includes the use of virtual vouchers, coupons
and similar initiatives, including mobile
rewards and offers.

Best B2B Loyalty Programme
This award will go to the loyalty programme
that can show how it has focused on the
business customer (large and small), under one
or more of the following criteria: value to the
customer, commercial benefits for the brand
and the business user, and innovation.

Best New Loyalty Launch of the Year

Best Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) Initiative Linked to Loyalty

This award will go to the best new loyalty
launch or initiative first publicised, revealed
or which went live during calendar years
2020 & 2021. Judges will be looking for
programmes which offer best value to the
customer. Results should show that the
initiative is able to achieve its initial objectives
in terms of reach, value and volume. The
judges will also be looking for creativity,
innovation, emotional engagement, clarity
of product information, including terms and
conditions and the value of benefits.

The judges will be looking for a project with
illustrating results achieved during 2020
& 2021 which has effectively delivered its
corporate and social responsibility objectives.
This could be an international, national,
or local project and should demonstrate a
coherent and integrated approach to the
practical demonstration of CSR policies
around community, social, ethical or
reputational issues in action. Judges will also
welcome programmes which aim to improve
responsibility or education to key stakeholder
11

Categories and individual criteria
groups, such as customers or employees. We
welcome schemes that are innovative and fun.

customer loyalty to the brand and value to the
customer, financial or otherwise. Entries should
show increasing basket value, shopper visits,
a propensity to remain loyal to the brand and
raised market share for the brand, together
with customer knowledge and insight. Long
term loyalty is defined as a programme that
has run for a minimum of 2 years. Entrants
should also be able to show a route map for
the programme.

Best Short Term Loyalty Initiative
Judges will be looking for the initiative or a
number of short term campaigns that were
running during 2020 & 2021, which resulted
in increased customer loyalty to the brand.
Results which illustrate increased basket
value, shopper visits, a propensity to remain
loyal to the brand and increased market share
for the brand will be viewed favourably by
the judges. Short term loyalty is defined as
a campaign which runs for a limited time.
Entrants should also be able to show how the
scheme encourages long term loyalty. Data
to prove an increase in customer retention,
return visits and an increase in sales is
important in this category.

Employee Loyalty Champions
The pandemic has certainly showed up how
important employees are and so it is fitting
that this year the International Loyalty Awards
should include an employee loyalty category.
Entry is open to any organisation encouraging
and rewarding the loyalty of their employees
through a reward mechanism, through extra
benefits, or even with a gesture. The majority
of employees say they would work harder
if they felt rewarded. How creative is your
organisation in making this happen?

30 under 40 List of Loyalty Royalty
We are really excited to ask for nominations
relating to young people who are thinking
out of the box and challenging the existing
rules. For the 2022 list of impressive loyalty
practitioners, we urge you to nominate those
in your organisation who are doing great
things. Please send your nominations to:
annich@internationalloyaltyawards.com

Regional Loyalty Champions of the Year
There is no direct route for entry into the
regional awards. Entrants across all categories
will automatically be considered for the
regional awards (for the specific regions within
which they operate):
– Western Europe
– Central and Eastern Europe including
Russia and Turkey
– Middle East and Africa
– Asia including Australia, New Zealand,
the Indian sub-continent and all areas East

Best Long Term Loyalty Programme
The award will go to the organisation or
brand that can demonstrate the value of an
outstanding, established and long-running
programme which has resulted in increased
12

– The Americas, including Alaska, Canada,
North, Central and South America and the
surrounding islands and territories
Each award will go to the organisation or
brand that can show how they have operated
the most innovative and exciting loyalty
programme within their region. The entries
need to address one or more of the following:
value to the customer, commercial benefits for
the brand owner and programme manager,
and enhancement of the brand for the
programme partner. The judges are being
asked to judge excellence within the region
from which the entry originates, bearing in
mind market conditions and the degree of
advancement of the loyalty business.

designed to promote loyalty within the
customer base of an organisation or brand
and are not restricted to rewards, points,
card, coupon or voucher based programmes
except where specifically stated

Entry and payment requirements
• A completed entry form is required for each
entry with the fee of £295 + UK VAT as
applicable (total £354). For three or more
entries the fee is £230 + UK VAT (total £276)
per entry. Entries will not go forward for
judging until the organisers are in receipt of
the completed entry forms and payment
• Payment must be made at the time of entry
either through Stripe (by credit or debit card)
or by bank-to-bank using the international
Swift system or by BACS bank transfer in the
UK. You will be sent an confirmation invoice
for your records.
McIntoshMedia Events Ltd
Barclays Bank plc
Sort code: 20-63-66
Account number: 13028437
IBAN: GB20 BUKB 20636613028437
SWIFTBIC: BUKBGB22
• Your entry will be acknowledged by email
when you click “Submit”. No liability is
accepted for non-delivery, loss of or damage
to submissions. Entries may be withdrawn
at any point up to Wednesday 14 February
2022 upon written request. Please note,
however, that entry fees are non-refundable

General information
• Organisations or brands entering must meet
the general eligibility criteria in the ‘Who
can enter?’ section (see page 7)
• Unless otherwise specified, categories must
focus on results achieved from existing or
new initiatives, programmes, products or
services during the period 1 January 2020
to December 2021. For all other categories,
reference may be made to historical
achievements, but the judges will still be
looking for significant developments or
additional objectives and results in the
period 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2021
• Each category also has its own judging
criteria and specific eligibility – please check
that your entry complies with these
• Throughout the following individual criteria,
the words “loyalty programme” mean
initiatives, actions, campaigns or processes
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Entry guide
Judging rules

High resolution logo and images

• All the judges will be bound by a Code of
Conduct covering confidentiality, conflicts
of interest and contact with entrants. The
judges’ decision is final and there will be
no opportunity for appeal, discussion or
correspondence
• Entries that are incomplete or are incorrectly
completed or provided without the relevant
end user’s representative’s details or correct
fee will be disqualified and the fee will
not be refundable. You should refer to the
instructions contained in this booklet
• Entries received after the closing date will not
be accepted except by special arrangement
with the organisers
• The judges reserve the right to re-allocate or
duplicate an entry into a different category if
they deem it to be appropriate
• All supporting material will be securely
destroyed after judging
• Shortlisted entrants will be notified at the
beginning of April 2022

• Submit an eps of your company logo at least
1000 pixels wide at 300 dpi and a minimum
of two supporting images (for example
marketing materials at 1000 pixels wide at
300 dpi) for each entry. By all means embed
thumbnail illustrations or photographs in
your submission paper, but remember to
provide a link to where these images are
stored at full size and quality. The embedded
Word images will not be of suitable quality
for our use
• If you are submitting a TV commercial or
video footage please ensure it is of broadcast
quality and provide a link to where the video
may be viewed or downloaded. Any pictures
and video material supplied may be used at
the Awards ceremony

Not for publication
• Entrants may mark financial information
or sensitive parts of their entry as ‘not
for publication’. Please do so clearly by
highlighting text or using a different colour
and making reference to it. This will be
respected in all instances by the organisers.
However, entries marked substantially or in
their entirety as ‘not for publication’ will be
refused. When submitting your entry, please
ensure you have obtained permission to
feature material from key stakeholders as
necessary. Third parties or business partners
should be made aware that the material
may appear in print unless marked as ‘not for
publication’

Hints & tips
Don’t assume knowledge or
understanding. Please explain all
references and avoid abbreviations,
using clear, simple English.
Supporting evidence in the form of
data is very powerful and provides
the judges with a means to
differentiate entries.
Good luck!
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Gala evening

If you attended the Gala Evening in
previous years you will agree that London
on a summer’s evening is just perfect for a
celebration of Loyalty.
We have a new venue this year but be
assured you will be offered cocktails with
the backdrop of historic London, followed
by dinner, entertainment and the exciting
awards presentation.
It is THE place to network, make new
business contacts and gain new ideas. This
really is an event that shouldn’t be missed.
The winners of the International Loyalty
Awards 2022 will be announced to an
audience of over 500 industry experts and
peers from across the world. It really is a
fantastic evening!

Book now
internationalloyaltyawards/book-places
or contact the events team by email:
info@internationalloyaltyawards.com
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